2019 fiat 500 abarth

The tiny goes from pipsqueak to badass as the hot-rod Abarth , the heart of which is a raucous
hp turbocharged four-cylinder. A coupe or sliding-canvas soft top are both available, though in
open-air form it can get a little pricey. Still, the Abarth is a special car with a ton of charisma. A
five-speed manual is standard; a six-speed automatic is optional. The exhaust note is addictive,
and a lowered suspension gives the Abarth handling as feisty as its styling. When we tested a
convertible model with the automatic transmission in , it zipped to 60 mph in 6. Handling is
sharp and sporty but the ride is downright punishing on broken stretches of pavement. With an
interior that's tight for two and a real pinch for three or four, the Abarth shouldn't be the choice
for those with a need to haul passengers; those who do should look at the Volkswagen Golf GTI
or the Honda Civic Si. The driving position won't suit everyone and the steering wheel adjusts
for tilt but doesn't telescope. Sitting atop the range means that the Abarth comes standard with
a lot of equipment, including a 5. Automatic climate control, heated front seats, SiriusXM
satellite radio, leather upholstery, in-dash navigation, and a sunroof are all optional features.
New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. Read More
About the Abarth. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Fiat. The Fiat answers a
very specific question: What do you buy if you want a tiny car that combines a bit of nostalgia
with distinct European styling? As a two-door subcompact, the is certainly small. And with
styling cues that clearly harken back to the original Fiat of the s, it's got the nostalgia and
styling angle handled. But how does it do as a modern daily driver? That answer isn't as rosy.
To the 's credit, it's one of the easiest cars you'll ever park. Its scant dimensions make it ideal
for crowded cities, and its nimble nature lends an advantage in traffic. Unfortunately, those
same dimensions mean your people-carrying space is limited. Most adults in the front seat will
be relatively comfortable, but the back seat is basically a glorified shelf. The trunk is just as
small. Under the hood, the gets an equally tiny turbocharged 1. It provides a certain amount of
personality that helps the feel eager and spritely around town, but the reality is that the is still
one of the slowest cars in the segment. Fuel economy is disappointing as well. Ultimately, the
Fiat is an interesting option for subcompact shoppers, but it's not our first choice. Competitors
are less expensive in many cases and offer more amenities. If you need a bit more space, we
recommend looking at four-door subcompacts such as the Kia Rio or the Honda Fit. And if
you've got your heart set on a two-door city car, we suggest looking at the standard Mini
Cooper or even an electric Fiat e, which we prefer to the gasoline-powered model. The Fiat is a
small city car with seating for four, although the rear seats are only suitable for very small
children. It's available as a two-door hatchback or convertible Fiat calls this the C that uses
fixed roof rails and a folding center portion. Three trim levels are available: Pop, Lounge and
Abarth. All three trims are powered by a turbocharged 1. A five-speed manual transmission is
standard, while a six-speed automatic is optional. In the Pop and Lounge models, the engine
produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Abarth models receive a modest but noticeable
power bump: hp and lb-ft. The Pop convertible also comes with rear parking sensors. The
Lounge trim is a bit more luxury-oriented so it includes all of the above, plus chrome exterior
trim, a fixed glass roof, rear parking sensors, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, automatic
climate control, heated front seats, leather upholstery and satellite radio. At the top of the Fiat
food chain is the performance-focused Abarth. It includes the parking sensors from the Lounge
and adds a more powerful engine, a rear spoiler, sportier suspension tuning, upgraded brakes
with red-painted calipers, a performance exhaust system, distinctive exterior and interior styling
tweaks, premium cloth upholstery, a leather-wrapped shift knob, a sport steering wheel and
front floor mats. Some of the Lounge's extra features can be added to the Pop and the Abarth as
options. Other notable options include a Edition package special colors and badging , a sunroof
for coupe models, inch wheels for the Abarth, a BeatsAudio sound system, a navigation system,
and a variety of exterior and interior styling enhancements. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used FIAT Abarth. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up

for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Which does Edmunds
recommend? With only three available trim levels, choosing your particular Fiat should be
relatively easy. The entry-level Pop might be tempting, but we think the best pick is the midlevel
Lounge trim. It's a significant price difference, but you get lots of extras that make the more
livable, such as automatic climate control, leather upholstery, rear parking sensors, and heated
front seats. Overall rating. Read more. While it may be nimble and maneuverable, the definitely
isn't sporty. Even the Abarth model, with horsepower, can spin the front tires at full throttle but
instrumented acceleration numbers are less impressive. Limitations to the seat and steering
wheel adjustability compromise comfort, and the contouring of the front seat will bother some
drivers. The lack of adequate elbow padding and the drone of the engine and exhaust further
hurt comfort scores. The ride quality is decent enough. While the 's minimalist interior has a
certain retro design appeal, it also serves to limit the functionality of many systems. The limited
passenger space leaves it trailing rivals by a considerable margin. The cabriolet's trunk only
measures 5. The tiny opening hampers usefulness. It's a struggle to get a carry-on suitcase to
fit. Interior storage is minimal, with shallow door pockets and cramped cupholders. Write a
review See all 8 reviews. Article missed the mark. Abarth owners don't buy this car for the
vanilla conveniences of an ordinarily car. Engine drone??? This is Carl Abarth's signature
exhaust sound. Fast no, quick yes, and you'll be hard pressed to find a better deal for track
performance off the floor. This is an Italian car enthusiast's entry level dream. The Fiat racing
heritage transferred well to this modern Cinquecento, Ciao! Read less. Fiat Abarth: an angry
hornet. The Abarth will be one of the funnest cars you will ever drive. It is not super quick, but it
feels super quick and has a very solid suspension. The base is just. The Abarth drives like an
angry hornet. Reliability has been terrific. Hell of fun car Fiat Abarth. While most cars are just
dull and boring. This car Fiat Abarth isn't that at all. It's just pure joy. Also, what no car reviewer
tells you cause they never really own the car. You start waving at other Abarth's and before
covid, small car meets and canyon runs. You're basiclly part of the Fiat family. And if you're
worried about reliability. The key is good maintenance. Do the work your self or have trusted
local shop. This car is a blast driven at its limits which you can't do with other cars. There is no
skill to going fast in a straight line and wrapping your V6 camry around a tree. It is a driver's car.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. The Fiat Abarth is
the performance-based variation of the range, where a turbocharged and intercooled version of
the 1. That being said, the Abarth still makes for a decent daily commuter, offering fun
street-legal go-kart-like driving dynamics in a two-door compact hatchback that exudes
retro-Italian flair. With its compact nature comes both advantages and disadvantages, the
question is whether the Abarth will offer more to the everyday driver, or the track-day
enthusiast. The Abarth remains relatively similar to its predecessor, major redesigns only occur
every five years or so, with little changes in-between. The model retains an identical MSRP to
the previous year. The models receive the Uconnect three, while some upgrades to the turbo
component of the engine include an Abarth-designed air intake system with high-flow air filter
and smooth-flow plumbing to maximize power. An Abarth-designed concentric dual-exhaust
system creates a high-performance aesthetic and delivers a corresponding sound, whilst
minimizing exhaust restriction for optimal engine operation. The Abarth is aesthetically
designed for performance, from the aggressive front ventilated grill to the performance spoiler
and chrome dual-exhaust tips at the rear. Everything in between includes bi-function halogen
projector headlamps, fog lamps, side sill ground effects, and inch cast aluminum black wheels
with red painted calipers. Staying true to its highly compact nature the Abarth is a mere With a
wheelbase of The microcar totals a curb-weight of 2, pounds making it marginally heavier than
the standard Fiat variations by about pounds. Its lightweight, small size dimensions, and tight
turning circle give the Abarth well-suited handling dynamics for inner-city driving, and excellent
acceleration on highways. The Abarth is a performance-oriented icon and is determined to
match up to its looks. With a track-tested 1. The optional six-speed transmission produces
slightly less power at hp but ups torque to lb-ft. All-wheel-drive is not available for the Abarth
and no AWD variations are offered by any of its class rivals, of which most offer more power,
however. When pushed to the limit the hot-hatch can reach a top speed of mph and if
masterfully piloted can clear zero to sixty miles in just under seven seconds, which is about
identical to the performance specs of the previous year model and its chief rival, the Ford Fiesta
ST. The enhanced performance-tuned 1. The available six-speed automatic transmission is
especially not recommended for the Abarth, as it takes away from the fun and performance feel
of the car, while also dropping real power by 13 ponies. Otherwise, the gearbox is fine for the
less performance prioritized individual not looking to maximize capabilities on the track. With
either the manual or automatic transmissions the Abarth has more than ample passing power in

the city streets as well as on the highways. Acceleration from a standstill is energetic with the
turbocharged engine constantly providing enough power accurately with shift changes. Yet the
performance adjustments don't help much to avoid the turbo-lag experienced in both manual
and automatic models. The turbocharged engine is complemented by the performance-tuned
dual exhaust system, giving the Abarth a truly satisfying raucous roar both at idle and at speed.
As can be expected from a lightweight compact hatchback the Abarth excels at handling and
maneuverability in most driving situations. It's a nimble hatchback that can maneuver its way
through high traffic streets comfortably and fit into even the most difficult parking spots. At
both slow and higher speeds, the steering is somewhat communicative, giving decent road-feel
and feedback with ample weight, just enough to comfortably know the position of the car. The
inch wheels supply admirable grip and the brakes are tuned exceptionally with use through
turns, mitigating the 's inherent inclination to understeer at the limit. The Sport Mode, standard
on Fiat models, boosts performance up a notch with more precise steering and sharpened shift
points, making the Abarth a worthy track car on top of being a near perfected city-mobile.
Abarth also boasts three-mode Electronic Stability Control for further advanced control at the
limit. Through the sporty sounds, sensations, and responses that the turbo engine and
performance-tuned mechanics elicit, the Abarth is experienced as a truly fun, cheeky and
one-of-a-kind boutique vehicle. Unfortunately, the Abarth is not as fuel efficient as it should be
considering its minimal dimensions, moderately sized engine, and class as a subcompact
hatchback. The The performance-oriented appeal is carried through to the interior of the Abarth
too, with high-back bucket seats with racing harness pass-throughs and side bolsters, a
race-styled three-spoked perforated leather-wrapped flat-bottom steering wheel, and aluminum
sport-like pedals. Disappointingly, the use of subpar interior materials is carried through from
the standard models to the Abarth, with many hard-touch plastics and scrappy looking
infotainment setup. With the minuscule dimensions of the Abarth interior space is expectedly
limited but, pleasingly comfortable and occupant-oriented. Notably, the height along with the
low ground clearance creates chapel-like roominess throughout the cabin, with only the short
width of the hatchback exhibiting some cramped proportions inside. The two-door hatchback
seats a maximum of four occupants moderately comfortably. The front of the cabin presents
ample head and legroom for the driver and side-passenger, whereas legroom in the rear is
greatly limited, detrimentally so, depending on the positioning of the front seats. The driver-side
high-back bucket seat presents tangible performance benefits, keeping the driver positioned
effectively behind the steering wheel and pedals as well as allowing for optimal visibility,
however the seating position is high, so cornering at even moderate speeds tends to solicit the
feeling of falling over, with the seat base lacking enough support to counteract this. Both the
driver and side-passenger receive individual center arm-rests, a rarity in the compact hatchback
class. The high-back bucket seats are available in high-grip performance cloth with red
accented stitching as standard and incorporate a motorsports-inspired racing harness
pass-through. Premium leather-trimmed seats are available in black or red for an additional
cost. An Abarth-designed perforated leather-wrapped steering wheel is featured with the Abarth
badging, and the classic Fiat dashboard panel is gray in color as standard. Hard-touch plastic is
used for most of the interior including the dashboard and door panels which, along with the
chrome door handles and infotainment touchscreen, look and feel cheap. Large loads and long
family vacations weren't on the agenda when Fiat designed the Abarth, offering only the bare
minimum in function and practicality. The 9. Because of the limited trunk space, there is no
spare tire offered with Abarth. Cabin storage is minimal, with a reasonably spacious glovebox,
the door pockets are otherwise shallow and the front and rear cupholders cramped, and the
seatback map pockets are limited in use by the ghastly tight legroom presented in the rear row.
The Abarth features very basic infotainment and connectivity functionality, with no Apple
CarPlay or Android Auto available with the out-dated Uconnect three system. The five-inch
touchscreen display is hooked up to the rearview back-up camera. The media hub includes two
USB ports for device connectivity and charging, as well as an auxiliary input and integrated
voice command with Bluetooth, while another USB port can be found in the glovebox. Audio
and speed control buttons are features on the steering wheel for ergonomic use. The standard
Fiat sound system can be upgraded to a Beats premium sound system for a high-definition
experience. Fiat has been improving on the 's durability continuously since its inception, with
the model scoring three out of five in predicted reliability by J. Power, making it marginally more
reliable than its previous versions. So far, no complaints have been logged for the Abarth
model, and there have been no recalls over the period of the last three years, with the last
models subject to a recall being the year model s. Tests completed by the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety scored the standard Fiat top scores of Good overall, with only the driver side
small overlap front test scoring poorly. No overall rating has been presented by the NHTSA,

with only the frontal crash and rollover resistance tests being performed, in which the scored
four out of five stars. The high-back bucket seats in the Abarth feature seatbelt pass-throughs
and bolsters which help keep the driver and passenger firmly positioned within the seats and
with good visibility. Another advanced safety feature includes the torque transfer control and
three-mode electronic stability control which improves steering and handling at the limits. Other
standard safety features are commonplace, comprising of electronic stability control, high beam
daytime running headlamps, hill start-assist, rearview back-up camera, rear park assist, and tire
specific pressure monitoring display. Depending on what you're looking for the Fiat Abarth
could be either a great car or completely otherwise. For the enthusiast that would like to own a
Fiat icon, the Abarth is just that, a charming little vehicle that pays homage to its former racing
life, ushering heritage and age-old character in the form of its modern self. It's a street-legal
go-cart, not a race-car, but begs to be pushed hard with its punchy turbocharged engine and an
exhaust note that'll leave you smiling, while still being a decent daily commuter. But,
considering its gravely limited interior space and minimal comfort the Abarth is no functional
class-leader or family appeaser. It's also not particularly accomplished when it comes to
handling and performance, thriving on the theater of noise and the amplified feeling of speed
rather than capability of such. Every moment behind the wheel leaves you smiling, but there are
hot hatches out there who provide more fun, greater capability, and more practicality. For those
after a true performance package, you'd be better off looking at the larger Ford Fiesta ST,
perhaps. The Fiat Abarth is a single standalone performance model, significantly unique
enough to separate it from the standard range. It comes well-equipped with overhauled
sport-tuned mechanics and Abarth-centric interior and exterior cues. The exterior is fitted with a
range of features including a performance spoiler, dual-exhaust system, and side sill ground
effects with the inner Abarth presenting performance-styled high-back bucket seats with racing
harness pass-throughs and side bolsters, and a sport-styled three-spoke perforated
leather-wrapped steering wheel, a five-inch touchscreen display with Uconnect three
infotainment system, a media hub with USB, auxiliary, and integrated voice command with
Bluetooth connectivity, rear backup camera, and rear park assist. The Abarth has access to a
range of packages aligned toward aesthetic customizations. Fiat offers the Abarth as a
standalone performance model, as it is, with no other trim options. So your decision will be
based on whether you'd appreciate owning a Fiat icon as an enthusiast or for the fun of the
drive - both of which the Abarth has in abundance over the standard offering. Either way, the
Fiat Abarth is a one-of-a-kind. The Fiesta ST also shares identical safety scores by the NHTSA
but does offer a little more safety features than the Abarth, such as the MyKey parental controls
which allows the owner to set driving parameters for secondary drivers. Compared to the
Abarth's mph in 6. With the four doors on the ST and larger trunk, the ST may present more
practicality than the Abarth, though comfort and ride quality remain similar. The Fiesta ST,
however, is a more complete driver's tool, punching way above its weight dynamically, which is
why we recommend it over the Abarth. The Mini Cooper S is more expensive than the Abarth
but does however deliver on value for that money increase. Where Mini Coopers have always
excelled is in the high standard of quality, which is carried throughout, from the interior features
to the performance specs. In comparison to the Abarth, the Mini Cooper offers superior interior
materials and quality standard infotainment tech. The larger 2. When it comes to deciding here,
a decision based on comfort will fall towards the Mini Cooper S, which also offers more trunk
and cargo space, whereas a decision based on driving fun and hot-hatchery performance will
highlight the Abarth as the choice that offers more for a better price. Check out some
informative Fiat Abarth video reviews below. Home Cars Fiat Fiat Abarth. Best Deals on Abarth.
See All Abarth For Sale. Subpar fuel efficiency Limited passenger and storage space Out-dated
tech features. Dimensions Staying true to its highly compact nature the Abarth is a mere Length
Wheelbase Height Max Width Front Width Rear Width Engine and Transmission The enhanced
performance-tuned 1. Handling and Driving Impressions As can be expected from a lightweight
compact hatchback the Abarth excels at handling and maneuverability in most driving
situations. Fuel Tank Capacity. Fuel Economy. Seating and Interior Space The two-door
hatchback seats a maximum of four occupants moderately comfortably. Seating capacity. Front
Leg Room Front Head Room Rear Leg Room Rear Head Room Interior Colors and Materials The
high-back bucket seats are available in high-grip performance cloth with red accented stitching
as standard and incor
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porate a motorsports-inspired racing harness pass-through. Maximum Cargo Space.

Infotainment The Abarth features very basic infotainment and connectivity functionality, with no
Apple CarPlay or Android Auto available with the out-dated Uconnect three system. Key Safety
Features The high-back bucket seats in the Abarth feature seatbelt pass-throughs and bolsters
which help keep the driver and passenger firmly positioned within the seats and with good
visibility. Additional Packages The Abarth has access to a range of packages aligned toward
aesthetic customizations. Check out other Fiat Styles. Fiat Abarth Popular Comparisons. Fiat
Abarth News. Special Editions. Smart Buy. Ford Fiesta ST Vs. It's the battle of the discontinued
hot hatches. Now Buzzing. Change Style: Abarth c c Abarth e. Change Year: Fiat Abarth For
Sale. Fiat Hatchbacks. Fiat Sports Cars. Fiat Small Cars. Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make.
By Car Type. By Price. Front-Wheel Drive. Ford Fiesta ST. Mini Cooper Hardtop.

